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Abstract—Power systems with high penetration of variable
renewable generation are vulnerable to periods with low gen-
eration. An alternative to retain high dispatchable generation
capacity is electric energy storage that enables utilization of
surplus power, where the electric energy storage contributes to
the security of supply. Such systems can be considered as energy-
constrained, and the operation of the electric energy storage must
balance operating cost minimization and the risk of scarcity.
In this matter, operation dependent storage characteristics such
as energy storage degradation are a complicating factor. This
paper proposes a linear approximation of battery state-of-charge
degradation and implements it in a stochastic dual dynamic
programming based energy-management model in combination
with cycling degradation. The implications of degradation mod-
elling are studied for a small Norwegian microgrid with variable
renewable power generation and limited dispatchable generation
capacity as well as battery and hydrogen storage to balance
supply and demand. Our results show that the proposed strategy
can prolong the expected battery lifetime by more than four years
compared to the naive stochastic strategy but may cause increased
degradation for other system resources. It is also evident that a
stochastic strategy is crucial to retain low risk of scarcity in
energy-constrained systems.

Index Terms—Energy Management, Electric Energy Storage,
Multi-Stage Stochastic Programming, Battery Degradation

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses important operational

challenges of future electricity systems with high

variable renewable energy source (VRES) penetration

and electric energy storage (EES), where new types of

technological constraints will influence the optimal scheduling

decisions. New methodologies that capture risk of scarcity,

consequence of uncertainty, flexible demand, energy storage,

and degradation are needed. The presented work investigates

how degradation impacts operational costs, strategy, and the

expected lifetime of batteries. These are crucial mechanisms

and should be included in both the planning and operation

of the future power system, where the installed solar

photovoltaic (PV) and wind capacity must be quadrupled by

2030 to follow the net zero pathway [1].

Systems with high penetration of VRESs rely on sufficient

dispatchable generation capacity to meet the peak demand and

also in the hours with low VRES generation. An alternative
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to dispatchable thermal generation capacity is to utilize EES

flexibility. A challenge with EES is that the current decision

also affects the future energy content and the capability of

providing capacity in the future. The decisions here and now

must be taken while accounting for future power generation

and load under uncertainty, and needs to balance the risk

of generation curtailment versus the risk of scarcity. The

operation of EES in these situations can be seen as a precaution

or arbitrage against extreme prices [2], [3].

Different EES technologies have complementary properties

with respect to power and energy scalability. Lithium-ion

batteries have gained high attention both in the research

community as well as for power system applications due to

their ability to deliver and absorb very high power almost

instantaneously with low losses. They also have a relatively

high energy to weight ratio compared to similar battery

technologies. However, they are expensive to scale up with

respect to energy compared to hydrogen, which can be stored

in large tanks and scaled up at a relatively low cost. However,

the cost of fuel cells and electrolyzers are still very high, and

the round-trip efficiency is poor compared to batteries [4].

Degradation characteristics also differ for batteries and

hydrogen systems. The aging of hydrogen fuel cells are

largely affected by start, stop and rapid ramping. However,

the degradation has often been studied for vehicles that exhibit

several cycles each hour [5], while a grid connected fuel cell

will operate with less frequent cycling. Moreover, degradation

of fuel cells can also be related to dry membranes caused

by limited operation, and modest operation can extend the

expected lifetime compared to low operation [6]. The degrada-

tion cost of the hydrogen system has therefore been neglected.

The degradation of lithium-ion batteries is closely re-

lated to operating conditions like charge/discharge power,

depth-of-discharge (DOD), state-of-charge (SOC), tempera-

ture, and ampere throughput [7]. Energy management of

VRES typically involves daily cycles, and the battery will

rarely operate close to its maximum power capabilities. More-

over, the battery temperature will be controlled to ensure

optimal operating conditions and minimal degradation. This

paper will therefore consider degradation caused by DOD and

SOC.

Experimental results show that the degradation rate of

lithium-ion batteries increases with increasing DOD. More-

over, the degradation rate is also higher for high SOC [8], [9],

but very low SOC will also cause high degradation [10]–[13].

http://arxiv.org/abs/2111.03313v1
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The aging is therefore influenced by the operational pattern,

and the optimal power dispatch largely depends on the bat-

tery’s aging model [14]. Previous studies of microgrid (MG)

economic dispatch often neglect the cost associated with

degradation [15], [16]. Single factor models, considering

degradation either as a function of power, SOC, DOD, or

ampere hour throughput, are also widely adopted [14]. For

example, references [17]–[20] assume the degradation is pro-

portional with energy throughput. More sophisticated models

capture non-linear effects, either as a single factor model [21]

or combined models [22], [23].

However, non-linear models are often computationally in-

tensive, especially for large-scale systems and stochastic prob-

lems. Convex and linear problem formulations reduce the

computational burden, and enable utilization of decomposi-

tion techniques such as dual decomposition. Reference [24]

proposes a piece-wise linear relaxation of the the non-linear

DOD degradation, and shows that a cost reduction can be

achieved by considering the cyclic degradation in the market

clearing of a battery. However, linear approximation of the

non-linear SOC degradation has gained less attention.

This paper proposes a piece-wise linear approximation of

the battery SOC degradation effect, and demonstrates it in

combination with linear DOD degradation [24] on a real MG

from the EU project REMOTE [25], [26]. The system is oper-

ating islanded, and is energy constrained since the backup gen-

erator is too small to cover the peak demand and the EES must

be operated to prevent load shedding in extreme situations.

The optimal operation is considered using rolling horizon [27]

and stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) [28]. The

system is simulated for a whole year with rolling horizon using

real observations from the MG and scenarios generated from

historical weather forecasts. Infinite horizon is embedded using

cyclic Markov chains [29], and the implication of including

battery degradation will be studied with respect to the costs,

VRES and EES utilization as well as expected battery lifetime.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: sec-

tion II describes the rolling horizon simulation method as well

as the SDDP algorithm, and derives the linear power system

model including the SOC degradation model; section III

presents how the proposed method is implemented and the

numerical values of the cases; section IV shows and discusses

the results; and section V draws the conclusions and suggests

future work.

II. METHOD

This section presents the rolling horizon stochastic energy-

management model where the goal is to find the optimal

control decisions us for each stage s for the in-going state

xs and the uncertainty ωs.

A. Rolling horizon simulation

Generation forecasts are based on weather forecasts issued

with fixed intervals, and the stochastic model is trained each

time a new forecast is available for the prediction horizon

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The actual generation and demand is

1 2 3 4 5 6

Prediction horizon
Roll horizon

Prediction horizon
Roll horizon

Prediction horizon
Roll horizonu1 u2x2 x3

stages

Fig. 1. Rolling horizon optimization.

observed and evaluated for the roll horizon interval using the

trained stochastic model yielding the optimal control us that

is implemented. Finally, the optimization horizon is moved

forward and the procedure is repeated using the end state xs+1

from previous optimization as the initial value.

B. Multi-stage stochastic programming

This paper considers multi-stage stochastic programming (MSSP)

for solving the proposed energy management problem. MSSP

captures that energy management is a sequential decision

making process and recognizes that decisions can be

updated stage-wise as uncertainty is revealed. The MSSP

formulation in (1a) to (1c) is divided into several stages s,

each representing a discrete moment in time. The goal is

to minimize the current and future operating costs. State

variables xs represent variables connected across stages, such

as EES SOC. Control variables us are decisions, both implicit

and explicit, and must be within the technical limitations of

the system given by the set of admissible controls (1c). The

state transition function (1b) describes the relation between

the state variables across stages. The random variable ωs

represents the uncertainty in demand and VRES generation.

min
ut

{

C1(x1, u1, ω1) + E
ω2|ω1

[

min
u2

(

C2(x2, u2, ω2) + . . .

+ E
ωS |ωS−1,...,ω2

[

min
uS

(

CS(xS , uS , ωS)
)

])

]

}

(1a)

s.t. xs+1 = Ts(xs, us, ωs) (1b)

us ∈ Us(xs, ωs) (1c)

By assuming the random variable is stage-wise independent

and has a discrete set of realizations for each stage, the prob-

lem can be formulated on extended form. Instead of solving

the intractable extended problem, SDDP [28] decomposes

the problem into sub-problems for each stage s ∈ S and

realization of the random variable ωs ∈ Ωs as shown in (2a)

to (2e). The algorithm is divided into two phases: forward

pass and backward recursion. The forward pass samples a

random variable for each stage and solves the sequence of

sub-problems using the outgoing state of stage s as the in-

going state to stage s+1. When the final stage is reached, the

backward recursion starts by solving the final stage for all the

random variables. From convexity, the dual variables λs of the
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state variable xs (2b) can be used to generate a linear cutting

plane (2e) that acts as a lower bound for the previous stage

problem, and the procedure is repeated all the way back to the

first stage. The whole procedure is repeated, adding new cuts

for each iteration k, until the convergence criteria is met [28],

[29].

min
us,xs,xs+1,θs

Cs(xs, us, ωs) + θs (2a)

s.t. xs = x̄s, [λs] (2b)

xs+1 = Ts(xs, us, ωs) (2c)

us ∈ Us(xs, ωs) (2d)

θs ≥ αk
s + βk

s xs+1, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} (2e)

C. Power system model

The stage-wise power system model including the battery

degradation model will be expressed using the following sets

and indices:

• t ∈ T : Time index t and the set of time steps T .

• g ∈ G: Generator g and the set of dispatchable generators

G.

• r ∈ R: VRES r and the set of VRESs R.

• d ∈ D: Consumer d and the set of consumers D.

• e ∈ E : EES e and the set of EESs E .

• kδ ∈ Kδ: Battery cycling segment kδ in the set of

segments Kδ .

• kupσ ∈ Kup
σ /kdnσ ∈ Kup

σ : Battery SOC segment kupσ /kdnσ
direction up/down in the set of segments Kup

σ /Kup
σ re-

spectively.

The following parameters have been used:

• ∆Tt: Timestep t step length.

• PGmax
g : Generator g maximum power dispatch.

• Cg: Generator g marginal operating cost.

• PRmax
r,t : VRES r maximum power at time t.

• PDd,t: Demand of consumer d at time t.
• Cd: Consumer d marginal load shedding cost.

• SOCmin
e /SOCmax

e : EES e minimum and maximum

SOC.

• PSc
e/PSd

e : EES e maximum charge/discharge power.

• Ce,kδ
: EES e DOD marginal degradation cost segment k.

• SOCref
e : EES e SOC degradation reference value.

• Cup
e,kσ

/Cdn
e,kσ

: EES e SOC marginal degradation cost

up/down segment kupσ /kdnσ .

• ηce/η
d
e : EES e charge/discharge efficiency.

• R: Battery replacement cost.

The functions and variables are:

• pg,t: Generator g power dispatch at time t.
• pg,t: VRES r power dispatch at time t.
• pd,t: Consumer d demand at time t.
• plsd,t: Consumer d load shedding at time t.
• psce,t(,kδ)

/psde,t(,kδ)
: EES e power charge/discharge DOD

(segment kδ) at time t.
• soce,t,kδ

: EES e SOC DOD segment kδ at time t.
• socupe,t,kσ

/socdne,t,kσ
: EES e SOC degradation segment

kupσ /kdnσ above/below reference value at time t.

• δt: Unitless EES cycle depth at time t.
• σt: Unitless EES SOC at time t.
• σref : Unitless EES reference SOC.

• fδ(δt): Incremental battery fade as a function of cycle

depth δt at time t.
• fσ(σt): Incremental battery fade as a function of SOC σt

at time t.

The resulting model is summarized in (3) to (13). The

objective is to minimize the dispatchable generation costs, load

shedding, and EES degradation associated with both DOD and

SOC (3). The total power injections and withdrawals must

balance at all time steps (4). The generation, both dispatchable

and VRES, must respect the maximum generation (5) and (6).

Demand that can not be met causes load shedding (7). The

battery charge/discharge must respect the maximum limits,

both per segment (8) and (9) and the sum of the segments (10)

and (11). The EES energy balance is expressed per segment

(12), where the segments are divided into equal sizes (13).

min
∑

t∈T

[

∑

g∈G

Cgpg,t+
∑

d∈D

Cdplsd,t+
∑

e∈E

∑

j∈J

Ce,kδ
psde,t,kδ

+
∑

e∈E

(

∑

kσ∈Kup
σ

Cup
e,kσ

socupe,t,kσ
+

∑

kσ∈Kdn
σ

Cdn
e,kσ

socdne,t,kσ

)

]

(3)

subject to
∑

g∈G

pg,t +
∑

r∈R

pr,t +
∑

e∈E

psde,t =
∑

d∈D

pd,t +
∑

e∈E

psce,t (4)

0 ≤ pg,t ≤ PGmax
g (5)

0 ≤ pr,t ≤ PRmax
r,t (6)

pd,t = PDd,t − plsd,t (7)

0 ≤ psce,t,kδ
≤ PSc

e (8)

0 ≤ psde,t,kδ
≤ PSd

e (9)

psce,t =
∑

j∈J

psce,t,kδ
≤ PSc

e (10)

psde,t =
∑

j∈J

psde,t,kδ
≤ PSd

e (11)

soce,t,kδ
= soce,t−1,kδ

+∆Tt

(

ηceps
c
e,t,kδ

−
1

ηde
psde,t,kδ

)

(12)

0 ≤ soce,t,kδ
≤

1

|Kδ|
(SOCmax

e − SOCmin
e ) (13)

Note that restrictions to prevent simultaneous charging

and discharging have not been included, which implies that

dumping of energy from the battery is accepted. This is

not a problem when the VRES generation can be curtailed

at no cost. However, by introducing SOC degradation cost,

situations where dumping of energy is beneficial might arise.

The state xs comprises the initial SOC variable soce,t,kδ

at each stage, and the final SOC variable at the outgoing

state xs+1. The random variable ω comprises the renewable
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generation PRmax
r,t and the demand PDd,t for all the steps

in the stage. The remaining variables are decisions us, either

explicit or implicit.

D. EES degradation model

The proposed model assumes the degradation due to DOD

and SOC are decoupled. For an arbitrary convex DOD capacity

fade function fδ(δt), the EES SOC is divided into equally

sized segments Kδ yielding cost coefficients Cδk (14) [24].

Cδk =
R

ηdSOCmax
|Kδ|

[

fδ

(

k

|Kδ|

)

− fδ

(

k − 1

|Kδ|

)]

, k ∈ Kδ

(14)

Each energy level soct and charge/discharge psct/ps
d
t is di-

vided into Kδ segments. Since the marginal cost curve is

convex, the cheapest available segment will always be dis-

charged, and the suggested method will therefore count cycles

in a similar manner as the Rainflow counting algorithm [30].

For an arbitrary convex SOC capacity fade function fσ(σ),
σref represents the SOC level where the SOC degradation is

lowest as shown in (15).

σref = argmin
σ

∂fσ(σ)

∂σ
(15)

The incremental capacity fade as a function of SOC can be

found by taking the derivative of fσ(σ) with respect to soct.

∂fσ(σt)

∂soct
=

dfσ(σt)

dσt

∂σt

∂soct
=

1

SOCmax

dfσ(σt)

dσt

(16)

The soce,t variable is divided into Kup
σ and Kdn

σ equally

sized segments socupe,t,k and socdne,t,k for up and down direction,

respectively, as shown in (17) to (20) such that socupe,t,k and

socdne,t,k represent the distance from the reference value in both

directions.
∑

k∈Kup
σ

socupe,t,k ≥ soce,t − SOCref
e (17)

∑

k∈Kdn
σ

socdne,t,k ≥ SOCref
e − soce,t (18)

0 ≤ socupe,t,k ≤
1

|Kup
σ |

(

SOCmax − SOCref
e

)

(19)

0 ≤ socdne,t,k ≤
1

|Kdn
σ |

SOCref
e (20)

Let Cup
σ,k and Cdn

σ,k denote the incremental aging cost with re-

spect to each segment in either direction socupe,t,k and socdne,t,k.

The resulting cost coefficients are expressed in (21) and (22).

Cup
σk =

R

SOCmax
|Kup

σ |

[

fσ

(

σref +
k

|Kup
σ |

(1 − σref )

)

− fσ

(

σref +
k − 1

|Kup
σ |

(1− σref )

)]

, k ∈ Kup
σ (21)

TABLE I
MICROGRID NUMERICAL VALUES

Description Unit Value

Wind turbine capacity [kW] 135
Solar PV capacity [kW] 86
Diesel generator capcity [kW] 25 / 75
Diesel generation cost [e/MWh] 100
Load shedding cost [e/MWh] 5000

TABLE II
NUMERICAL VALUES FOR MICROGRID EES.

Description Unit Lithium-ion Hydrogen

Charge power [kW] 500 55
Discharge power [kW] 500 100
Size [kWh] 500 / 1000 3300 / -
Charge efficiency [%] 96 64
Discharge efficiency [%] 96 50
Replacement cost [e/kWh] 100 NA

Cdn
σk =

R

SOCmax
|Kdn

σ |

[

fσ

(

σref −
k

|Kdn
σ |

σref

)

− fσ

(

σref −
k − 1

|Kdn
σ |

σref

)]

, k ∈ Kdn
σ (22)

The cheapest segments will always be used first, and the

correct segment will be used given a convex cost function.

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL VALUES

The proposed method is implemented in Julia (1.4.2) with

SDDP.jl (0.3.14) [31] and Gurobi (9.1). The models were

trained with 50 SDDP iterations.

A. Microgrid

The model has been tested on the Rye microgrid in central

Norway that is partly funded by the Horizon 2020 project RE-

MOTE [25]. The MG comprises a few farms and houses, and

is supplied by a wind turbine, solar PV, and a diesel generator

that serves as backup in case of insufficient VRES generation.

The system is equipped with a battery and hydrogen storage to

balance supply and demand [26]. Load shedding costs occur if

the supply is unable to meet the demand. Numerical values for

the MG are shown in Table I, and the EES in Table II. Note

that the wind and diesel generator sizes in this case differs

from the actual system. Fig. 2 shows the four day average

VRES generation and demand for the whole period.

B. Battery degradation

This paper uses a quadratic DOD capacity fade function (23)

[13], [22]. The upper range of the SOC stress function (24) is

exponential [32], while the lower part is defined to capture the
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Fig. 3. Continuous and linearized SOC capacity loss functions.

potential collapse associated with operating at very low SOC

[12], [23]. Note that any convex fade function can be used.

fδ(δ) = kδ δ2 (23)

fσ(σ) =











kσ1e
kσ2(σ−σref ) 0.2 ≤ σ ≤ 1

fσ(1.0) +
σ
0.1 (fσ(0.2)− fσ(1.0)) 0 ≤ σ < 0.1

fσ(0.2) 0.1 ≤ σ < 0.2

(24)

Assuming the battery fade is 85% higher at 90% compared to

10% SOC [33], yields kσ2 = 0.769. The battery is assumed

to reach end of life after 10 years with 3,000 cycles at 80%

DOD with 50% average SOC and after 20 years with no

cycling at 50% SOC. These assumptions yield kδ = 3.092e−4
and kσ1 = 5.708e−6, respectively. The resulting SOC loss

function and the corresponding linearized segments are shown

in Fig. 3. The SOC loss curve is assumed to be flat between

10 and 20%, and the SOC degradation is equal at 0 and 100%

SOC to also capture capacity fade at low SOC.

C. Scenarios and stages

The time-series for wind and solar PV power and demand

are based on actual values from the Rye MG through year 2020

and is available online [34]. The wind power has been scaled

down to 60% of the original size. Wind, solar PV and demand

have each been forecasted with a low, medium, and high

scenario with probability 20, 60 and 20% respectively, based

on the 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 quantiles, yielding a combination of 27

scenarios. These have been ordered based on accumulated net

production and reduced by selecting the median scenario of

the percentiles 0-10, 10-30, 30-70, 70-90, and 90-100 with the

corresponding probabilities 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1. More

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF CASES THE PROPOSED MODEL HAS BEEN TESTED ON.

Case Diesel generator [kW] Battery [kWh] Hydrogen [kWh]

1. 25 500 3300
2. 75 500 3300
3. 25 1000 -

TABLE IV
OVERVIEW OF METHODS THE PROPOSED CASES HAVE BEEN ANALYZED

WITH.

Method Forecast DOD SOC

a. Perfect X X
b. Deterministic
c. Stochastic
d. Stochastic X
e. Stochastic X
f. Stochastic X X

sophisticated scenario generation methods could have been

used but are outside the scope of this paper. The individual

percentiles are published online [35]. The four first stages

are 6 hours each, the next is 24 hours, while the final is

72 hours and a repeated cyclic with discount factor 0.7 as

described in reference [29]. The final stage is beyond the

meterological forecast, and historical daily mean values are

applied as scenarios using the same quantiles as previous

stages.

D. Cases

The model has been simulated with three different variations

of the system with respect to generator and EES sizes as

shown in Table III. The systems in cases 1 and 3 are energy

constrained since the diesel generator is too small to meet the

peak demand, hence load shedding depends on how the EESs

are scheduled. However, the diesel generator in case 2 is large

enough to always meet the peak demand, hence there is never

a risk of scarcity unless the generator fails.

Each case will be analyzed with perfect forecast, determinis-

tic forecast, and stochastic optimization, both with and without

degradation in the optimization model as shown in Table IV.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main objective is to always meet the demand in the

most cost effective way by using as much VRES generation

as possible, and only using diesel if necessary to avoid

load shedding. EES must also be utilized to maximize the

VRES utilization and to minimize the diesel consumption

and the load shedding. However, the battery degradation is

a complicating element. Although cycling the battery is less

expensive than generating power from the diesel generator,

even for deep cycles, it is difficult due to the uncertainty

in determining if the power charged now is needed later or

if it can be consumed directly from VRES generation. It is

therefore necessary to balance the cost of cycling the battery

toward the expected diesel generation reduction. Additionally,

there is an increasing cost associated with staying at high
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SOC. It can therefore be cost effective to keep the SOC low

in periods with a stable high VRES generation to extend the

battery’s lifetime.

The results in Table V show that accounting for DOD and

SOC degradation increases the load shedding case 1 and 3,

and the diesel cost for all cases. However, the reduction in

degradation surpasses the increase in diesel and load shedding

costs and indicates more than four years of increase in

expected lifetime for all cases when comparing methods c

and f. A very common way to reduce battery degradation is

to apply fixed operating limits, such as enforcing a permanent

operating range between 10 and 90%. However, in situations

where the only alternative is load shedding, it is optimal to

utilize the full battery range since the cost reduction associated

with reducing load shedding outperforms the cost accrued by

degradation.

The energy balance in cases 1 and 2 show that the hydrogen

system replaces some of the battery cycling, since it has no

degradation costs. However, case 3, which has no hydrogen in

the system, also shows a significant cost reduction associated

with battery degradation. However, SOC degradation without

DOD degradation (method e) causes significant cycling and

energy dumping through simultaneous charging and discharg-

ing.

Fig. 4a shows that the hydrogen SOC on average is lower

when including the DOD degradation in methods d and f. The

wind turbine peak capacity is 135 kW while the electrolyzer

charge capacity is only 55 kW. In periods with very high

wind power, the battery can act as a buffer for the hydrogen

tank that is unable to absorb all the wind power. However,

DOD degradation makes this less profitable, resulting in lower

hydrogen filling.

Fig. 4b shows that the battery SOC for methods e and f,

where SOC degradation is included, is stable low in mid-

year when the demand is low. These periods require relatively

low stored energy to secure the supply, especially when the

solar PV is delivering substantial energy due to many hours

of sunlight through the summer. However, SOC degradation

will, in general, lower the battery SOC, and DOD degradation

will lower the hydrogen SOC, which in turn increases the risk

of scarcity. The results in Table V shows a modest increase in

both load shedding and diesel consumption when accounting

for battery degradation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Battery degradation is strongly connected to the opera-

tional pattern. In this study, the expected battery lifetime was

prolonged by more than four years by properly accounting

for degradation effects caused by DOD and SOC. Moreover,

the total operating costs were reduced by up to 25% com-

pared to the naive stochastic model without representation of

degradation. However, battery degradation minimization also

influences the operational pattern for the remaining resources

in the system. The operational costs for generators and other

EES technologies can, in the worst case scenario, increase even

more than the savings for battery degradation. Degradation
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Fig. 4. Four day average SOC for case 1.

costs and inefficiencies associated with the operational pattern

should therefore be considered for the whole system.

Dedicated battery degradation minimization can be contra-

dictory to maximizing the security of supply, and the risk of

scarcity must be balanced against the potential reduction in

degradation. Realistic uncertainty models are therefore highly

important.

The optimal operation of the future power system will to a

greater extent be influenced by technology prices rather than

fuel price, and energy adequacy rather than power adequacy.

Future research should therefore give more attention to both

the degradation of all the flexible resources in the system as

well as precise uncertainty modeling to capture the future risk

of scarcity accurately.
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